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ACCESSORIES FOR THE
BMW R 1250 R

HP PARTS
HP SPORT SILENCER

The titanium - clad HP sport silencer delivers an impressively
rich sound and is a clear avowal to racing, both visually and
acoustically. The high - quality slip - on model offers a weight
saving of approx. 0.8 kg compared to the standard model
thanks to its lightweight design.

HP COVERS FOR EXPANSION TANKS

HP MIRRORS

The HP cover for expansion tanks made of anodised aluminium
also adds to the bike’s sporty character. The high - quality milled
cover with HP branding emphasises the high - performance claim
and also provides for an attractive customisation of the bike.

The high - quality HP mirrors are made of milled aluminium and
emphasise the sporty character of the bike. The low - vibration
construction and aerodynamic shape ensure excellent visibility.
The attractive design with BMW Motorrad inscription also
creates a strong individualisation effect.

HP ENGINE HOUSING COVER, FRONT

ADJUSTABLE HP RIDER FOOTRESTS /
HP FOOT LEVER

The HP engine housing cover made of anodised aluminium also
adds to the bike’s sporty character. The high - quality milled cover
and HP branding emphasise the high - performance standard and
also guarantee an attractive customisation of the bike.

The HP rider footrests are adjustable in three positions and
offer a high level of comfort in addition to ergonomic qualities.
The high - quality milled parts made of anodised aluminium can
be adapted to a sporty riding style or different rider statures
and thus ensure even better control, for example in an inclined
position.

HP HAND LEVER, ADJUSTABLE

The CNC - milled HP hand levers made of anodised aluminium
combine functionality and aesthetics. The grip width can be
adjusted in five steps (brake lever) or three steps (clutch lever)
using a setting screw and thus adapted to individual requirements.
The look with HP logo also emphasises the bike’s sportiness.

The milled HP foot levers made of anodised aluminium are
adjustable and come in sporty black / blue / silver. Adjusted
to match, the foot levers can also be operated better and
more sensitively when riding on large inclines.
The exclusive look with HP logo also emphasises the bike’s
performance - based character.

Original BMW Motorrad equipment is available from your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.
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HP CARBON HEAT GUARD

STORAGE
TOURING CASES
With a volume of 32 litres, the high - quality hard shell touring case for installation on the left offers ample space for luggage
or the motorcycle helmet. The splashproof case with painted lid can be locked and is the perfect travel companion for short
or longer tours.
With a volume of 31 litres, the high - quality hard shell touring case for installation on the right offers ample space for luggage.
The splashproof case with painted lid can be locked and is the perfect travel companion for short or longer tours.
For information on speed and load restrictions, please refer to the operating instructions.

The HP cylinder head covers made of anodised aluminium give
the boxer engine an attractive appearance. The high - quality
milled covers and HP branding highlight the motorcycle’s sporty
character. The HP oil filler plug perfectly matches the cylinder
head covers.

The high - quality HP Carbon cover acts as a heat protection
and at the same time emphasises the sporty look of the
sport silencer. The lightweight CFRP component for vehicles
with and without a centre stand is sealed with UV - resistant
high - gloss paint and adds a further sporty nuance.

1 Touring case in Asphalt grey metallic matt

2 Touring case, Black storm metallic

3 Touring case in Granite grey metallic matt

4 Touring case, Light white

Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.
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CASE HOLDER

LINER FOR TOURING CASES

BAG FOR FRAME

LINER FOR TOPCASE

LUGGAGE GRID

SMALL TANK BAG, 5 – 9 L

The touring case can be easily and
securely attached to the sturdy black
powder - coated steel case holder.

These practical, water - resistant liners
make full use of the capacity of the touring
cases. Luggage can be accessed easily
with one hand, and the bag can even
be worn over the shoulder thanks to
a detachable strap.

The lined pocket made of PVC - coated
polyester fabric is attached to the frame
below the rider’s seat and does not restrict
freedom of movement. Now smaller items
are also always on board while on the
road. The water - repellent zip fastener
with non - slip zip allows quick access.

Makes loading and unloading a topcase
even easier. The liner comes with
a practical carry handle and can be
folded flat when not in use.

The sturdy, stylish luggage grid is ideal
for reliably securing the topcase or other
large items of luggage. It acts as a full
grip for the passenger and is also ideal
for use as a pushing aid when manoeuvring.

The small tank bag made of durable
PU - coated polyester fabric is the ideal
companion for short trips. The waterproof
main compartment with liner, the exterior
pocket, the volume that can be expanded
from 5 to 9 litres, the carry handle and
the removable shoulder strap are functional
features that meet all your everyday needs.

SMALL TOPCASE, 30 L

BAG FOR PASSENGER SEAT, 16 L

The waterproof plastic topcase with a volume of 30 litres offers enough space for a helmet. The lid, which is available in Asphalt
grey metallic matt, Black storm metallic or Light white, and the soft - close hinges, which allow the lid to be lowered gently,
underline the high - quality appeal.

With a volume of 16 litres, this durable
bag for the passenger seat offers enough
storage space for the daily ride to work
or for day trips. The three - sided zip fastener
allows quick access, while the functional
carrying handle facilitates transport.

Only in conjunction with luggage carrier, topcase carrier and corresponding outer shell.
For information on speed and load limitations, please refer to the operating instructions.
For more detailed information, contact your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer or go online at bmw-motorrad.com.

1 Topcase, Asphalt grey metallic matt

2 Topcase, in Black storm metallic

3 Topcase, Light white

Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.
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DESIGN

REAR - WHEEL COVER

LED INDICATORS

OPTION 719 CLASSIC COVERS FOR
EXPANSION TANKS

The milled aluminium rear - wheel cover
emphasises the dynamic design of the
bike. The black anodised covers with
BMW Motorrad inscription and a diameter
of 62 mm enhance the motorcycle visually
and technically.

A shining example: the elegant LED
indicators with white indicator glass match
the motorcycle’s look and also enhance it.
Moreover, they impress with their sleek
design and modern lighting technology.
For example, they respond faster than
classic bulbs and are virtually wear - free.

The Option 719 Classic covers for expansion
tanks set an elegant, design highlight with
their silver - coloured appearance. The milled
cover made of anodised aluminium bears
the inscription “Option 719”. Together
with the other special parts of Option
719 an exclusive customisation effect
is created.

OPTION 719 CLASSIC WHEEL
The high - quality Option 719 Classic wheel comes in an attractive bicolour look with elaborate contrast milling.
The special workmanship of the cast wheel surface gives the machine an exclusive, high - quality character.

1 Option 719 Classic front wheel

2 Option 719 Classic rear wheel

Please note the specifications for different countries.
To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

OPTION 719 SPORT WHEEL
The high - quality Option 719 Sport wheel comes in an attractive bicolour look with elaborate contrast milling.
The special workmanship of the cast wheel surface gives the machine an exclusive, high - quality character.

1 Option 719 Sport front wheel

3 Option 719 Sport rear wheel

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

OPTION 719 CLASSIC HAND LEVERS, ADJUSTABLE

OPTION 719 CLASSIC ENGINE
HOUSING COVER, FRONT

The Classic hand levers of the exclusive Option 719 are milled from an anodised
aluminium alloy. The grip width can be adjusted in five steps (brake lever) or three
steps (clutch lever) using a setting screw and thus adapted to individual requirements.
The high - quality Billet package parts with Option 719 branding add value to the bike.

The Option 719 Classic engine housing
cover sets an elegant, design highlight
with its silver - coloured look. The
high - quality milled cover made
of anodised aluminium bears the
“Option 719” inscription. Together with
the other special parts of Option 719 an
exclusive customisation effect is created.

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

Original BMW Motorrad equipment is available from your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.
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OPTION 719 CLASSIC ADJUSTABLE RIDER FOOTREST / FOOT LEVER

OPTION 719 SILVER MIRRORS

The Classic aluminium rider footrests are adjustable in three positions and offer a high
level of comfort in addition to ergonomic qualities. The high - quality milled parts of the
exclusive Option 719 can be adapted to a sporty riding style or different rider statures
and thus ensure even better control, for example in an inclined position.

The Option 719 silver - coloured mirrors
are made of milled aluminium and
highlight the high - quality character of
the bike. The low - vibration construction
and aerodynamic shape ensure excellent
visibility. The attractive design also creates
a strong individualisation effect.

The exclusive Option 719 Classic milled aluminium foot levers are adjustable and
emphasise the classic, high - quality character of the motorcycle. Adjusted to match,
the foot levers can also be operated more sensitively when riding on large inclines.
The high - quality Billet package parts with Option 719 branding add value to the bike.

OPTION 719 CLASSIC CYLINDER HEAD
COVERS

OPTION 719 CLASSIC
OIL FILLER PLUG

CHROME - PLATED
EXHAUST MANIFOLD

The Classic cylinder head covers of
the exclusive Option 719 add design
highlights with their silver - coloured look.
The high - quality milled covers made of
anodised aluminium bring the boxer engine
into the spotlight. The exclusive special
parts bear the inscription Option 719 and
emphasise the high - quality character of
the bike.

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

The chrome - plated exhaust manifold
further enhances the motorcycle’s
appearance. This elegant manifold can
be combined with the standard silencer
or the HP sports silencer.

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.
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ERGONOMICS & COMFORT
RIDER AND PASSENGER SEATS
30 mm lower than the standard version, this black rider’s seat makes climbing on and off easier and keeps the ground within easy
reach. This makes the motorcycle easier to manoeuvre and control.
The rider’s seat in classic black has a seat height of 790 mm and an inner leg curve of 1,780 mm.
The 30 mm higher rider’s seat in black is particularly suitable for tall riders. The comfortable knee angle provides the biker with
a noticeable improvement in seating comfort and thus even more carefree kilometres, particularly over long distances

WINDSCREENS
The clear Sport windscreen with a scratch - resistant coating noticeably relieves the wind pressure on the upper body and adds
a further sporty nuance. The classic roadster look remains intact yet even fast motorway stretches or longer tours can be enjoyed
with even greater relaxation.
The tinted Sport windscreen with a scratch - resistant coating noticeably relieves the wind pressure on the upper body and adds
a sporty nuance. The classic roadster look remains intact yet even fast motorway stretches or longer tours can be enjoyed with
even greater relaxation.
The high windscreen is approx. 80 mm higher and 45 mm wider than the Sport windscreen and therefore offers noticeably improved
wind and weather protection as well as greater overall touring comfort. The scratch - resistant coating guarantees lasting transparency,
while the clear look emphasises the high - quality appearance.

The Sport rider’s seat in black is higher and narrower than the standard seat and supports a sporty riding style thanks to its active
seat position.
Thanks to a broader seat area and additional padding, the Comfort passenger seat provides noticeably greater seating comfort.
1 Low rider’s seat, black

2 Rider’s seat, black

3 High rider’s seat, black

1 Sport windscreen

2 Sport windscreen, tinted

4 Sport rider’s seat, black

5 Comfort passenger seat, black

6 Passenger seat, black

3 High windscreen

4 Holder for windscreen

Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.
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CENTRE STAND

ENDURO FOOTREST

PRO RIDING MODES RETROFIT SET
(NOT SHOWN)

CRUISE CONTROL RETROFIT SET
(NOT SHOWN)

HILL START CONTROL RETROFIT SET
(NOT SHOWN)

The stable centre stand ensures
a safe stand for the motorcycle even
on slopes and offers advantages, for
example, when refuelling, mounting
cases and topcases or checking tyre
pressure. The motorcycle also takes
up less space when parked upright.

The wider and longer left - hand stainless
steel Enduro footrest offers more grip
and allows better off - road vehicle control.

The Pro riding modes can be retrofitted
using an enabling code. Riders of older
motorcycles therefore do not have to do
without modern safety features. Depending
on the year of manufacture, retrofitting is
possible with the Pro, Pro with DTC or Pro
with ABS Pro, DTC and HSC modes.

The electronic cruise control can be
activated from 30 km/h and keeps the
driving speed constant. This makes it
possible to enjoy longer motorway
stretches in a relaxed style. The function
is deactivated on braking, and the
selected speed is automatically adopted
after activating the resume button.

Park or pull away on up or down gradients,
even with a passenger and heaps of luggage
on board.
Also available as optional equipment.

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

NAVIGATION
& COMMUNICATION
SHIFT ASSISTANT PRO

SPORTS HANDLEBARS (NOT SHOWN)

BMW MOTORRAD NAVIGATOR VI

The shift assistant Pro allows shifting up
and down in almost all load ranges and
engine speed ranges without actuating
the clutch or throttle. The assistant thus
ensures noticeably reduced shifting times,
a relief of the clutch hand and thus greater
comfort and dynamics.

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

With the multifunctional Navigator VI, route planning becomes
child’s play. The system with 16 GB flash memory and a five - inch
touch screen always shows the right way. Thanks to the circular
polarisation filter (CPOL), the waterproof display is easy to read
even in direct sunlight. The high - resolution screen in a casing
similar to a smartphone provides all the essential information
and ensures that you can see the big picture required in every
situation. Numerous additional functions make planning and
touring an exciting experience. Plan your routes can be created
according to your personal preferences and enjoy driving on
winding and quiet side roads. In unknown terrain, the “round trip”
option is a good choice as it reliably guides the rider at the end
of the tour back to the starting point. The Bluetooth connection
to the BMW Motorrad communication system and the optional
Smartphone Link app enable multimedia on the go: navigation
announcements, telephone calls and music streaming as well as
the retrieval of weather forecasts or traffic jam information are
no problem. Navigation preparation adds further functions such
as “My Motorcycle”, and the multi - controller on the handlebars
offers an alternative control option. Choose the pre - installed
map data, and you will always be up to date with lifelong, free
map updates.

HEATED GRIPS AND SWITCHES
(NOT SHOWN)
Warm hands feel good, which is why
these heated handlebar grips have two
settings designed to keep hands and
fingers pleasantly warm.
To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

Retrofit set for preparation for navigation device
(not shown)
Note the differences in national - market versions. Only available in conjunction with
OE navigation preparation.

Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.
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SAFETY

MAINTENANCE & TECHNOLOGY

LED AUXILIARY HEADLIGHTS

ENGINE PROTECTION BAR

PROTECTIVE GLASS FOR
6.5 - INCH TFT DISPLAY

The powerful LED additional headlights
extend the illumination to ensure the
required vision in poor visibility
conditions – perfectly complementing
the headlight. LED technology ensures
virtually wear - free operation.

The robust engine protection bar, made
of polished stainless steel, reliably protects
the cylinder area against damage without
restricting the rider’s freedom to lean the
machine. The robust tube construction
will even take hard knocks and prevent
major fall damage off - road and on asphalt.

The protective glass reliably protects the
6.5 - inch TFT display from dirt, flying stones
and damage. The hardened glass has an
anti - glare and anti - reflective surface, so
that the TFT display can be read easily.
With BMW Motorrad inscription.

ANTI - THEFT ALARM SYSTEM
RETROFIT SET
(NOT SHOWN)
If the motorcycle is moved or struck
violently, the system responds with
a clearly audible signal and a flashing
warning light.

ANTI - THEFT ALARM SYSTEM
RETROFIT SET
(NOT SHOWN)
The tyre pressure control with all its
functions can be retrofitted by installing
the control unit. TPC provides reliable
information about the current tyre pressure
and warns the rider about pressure loss
at an early stage. The corresponding
notifications and instructions are provided
by the on - board computer in the cockpit.

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.
The additional headlights are approved for use as fog
lights, and may only be used in poor weather conditions.
“Country - specific road traffic regulations apply.”
K09: Only available in conjunction with seat heating
optional equipment.

SAFETY SCREW FOR
OIL FILLER NECK
The safety screw for the oil filler neck is
locked using a special Allen key, preventing
theft of the cover. At the same time,
unauthorised access and contamination
of the oil by foreign substances is prevented.
The high - quality aluminium lock has
a BMW Boxer inscription.

Please note the specifications for different countries.
To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

Safety screw for oil filler neck, black
(not shown)

POWER SOCKET
Electronic devices can be connected to the vehicle electrical
system via the 12 V power socket. One example of this is the
BMW USB charger, which can be used to charge and operate
mobile phones and MP3 players with an appropriate interface
while riding.
To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

ABS PRO RETROFIT SET
(NOT SHOWN)

DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHT RETROFIT SET
(NOT SHOWN)

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

Original BMW Motorrad equipment is available from your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

